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Dear Sir,

SUBJECT: TAX REVIEW
I wish to start of my submission by quoting Pope Leo the XIII, in
his encyclical “rerum Novarum”. he said, and I may quote, that

“whoever has received from the divine bounty a large share of
temporal blessings, whether they be external and material, or
gifts of the mind, has received them for the purpose of using
them for the perfecting of his own nature, and, at the same time
that he may employ them, as the steward for God’s providence,
for the benefit of others”. In my opinion this is a powerful
statement that hits the core of the committee’s task. The word
others, at the end of the quote refers to humanity, including
those we don’t even know.
Permit me to say that the committee is faced with a difficult
task of balancing economics, law and morality. A task, which
require experience, knowledge, skills, competence and above
all, supernatural gifts of insight and foresight.
My submission is based on many years of doing tax work for
small to medium enterprises (SMEs) in PNG, beginning in 1988.
The SMEs employ over 70 percent (est.) of the formal and
informal workforce in PNG. It is therefore a very important
sector of the business and tax paying community in PNG. It
would be a fatal mistake by the Tax Review Committee to ignore
their plight and specific concerns in so far as Taxation in PNG
is concerned.
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faced by large national and multinational corporate entities
in PNG. The challenges they face as a business entity and
taxpayer in a highly competitive and corrupt society as PNG has
sadly become in the last thirty (30) years, are worth
considering seriously by the Tax Review Committee. I make no
apologies to the distinguished Committee for using the
unpleasant word, corruption, because that is what the experts
are saying we have become.
Due to their importance to the social and economic landscape
and order of the country, the State’s tax system should give
recognition and support to SMEs. SMEs may not be paying much
tax to the State, but they certainly play a significant role in
providing employment opportunities to the tens of thousands
of citizens who miss out on college and university education
each year.
I am not saying that the Committee should give preferential
treatment to SMEs. What I am saying is that the Committee
should note and appreciate the challenges facing SMEs in PNG
and the role they play in society’s welfare.
THE NEED FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACH
At this stage, I would like to encourage the Tax Review
Committee members to be innovative and not be too preoccupied
with the past. The past should be used as a reference and or
guide only. Those who hold on to the past will inevitably face
extinction like the dinosaurs.
The committee should take a more futuristic approach and be
prepared to break with convention. If what we’ve been doing in
the past is not getting us anywhere as a nation, we should not
fear to change, if the change is for the better. Stability in a
rapidly changing social and economic environment is a recipe
for disaster. If what we thought would work is not working, we
may as well try doing what we thought would not work.
Our country and indeed the whole world is going through a
period of rapid social, economic and environmental changes
which are presenting communities with all kinds of challenges.
These challenges require people with wisdom, courage, insight
and foresight to make those hard decisions, which we
sometimes fear to make because of fear itself.

I am sure that there are people out there who are watching
with interest about what the Tax Review Committee will come
up with. What we should tell these people is, whatever we come
up with, will be what is good for the over seven (7) million
people of PNG and not any particular interest group and
sector of the country.
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1. IS THE PNG GOVERNMENT GETTING APPROPRIATE
REVENUE FLOWS FROM THE CURRENT TAXATION
REGIME? WHICH AREAS ARE DEFICIENT AND WHY?
Under this section of my submission, I propose to discuss the
most basic taxes: personal income tax, corporate profit tax
and GST.
1.10 PERSONAL INCOME TAX REGIME-RESIDENT TAX PAYERS.
The personal income tax regime appears to be serving our
country and its workforce fairly well when one considers the
fact that it protects our low income earners and therefore
the most disadvantaged and vulnerable from paying personal
income tax at a time when the State can most afford it.
The O’Neil/Dion government should be commended for its
wisdom in shifting the tax burden to those who can absorb the
impact of personal income tax on their household budgets.
Moreover, it exempts the income of a significant percentage of
the country’s workforce who is struggling to make ends meet
under the pressure of rising cost of living. This to me is a very
important point to note by the Tax Review Committee. More
tersely put, the personal income tax regime has a human face
and practically exempts members of workforce who most need
the exemption.
The question of whether the exemption is adequate/fair/just
etc. is beyond the scope of this section of my submission. What I
am saying is that the principal and economic rationale behind
the structure of the personal income tax regime is not only
sound but morally and ethically sustainable.
The reality is that the State still taxes the worker when he
decides to spend his wages in acquiring goods and services
through the goods and services tax. In other words, the loss it
sustains by granting exemption to 500,000 (more or less)
workforce is cushioned by what it gains through other forms
of taxes, particularly GST.
There have been complaints in the past by individuals who claim
to be overtaxed. I think that this is based ignorance or the
employer may have made an error in computing the tax payable
by the individuals. Ignorance in a sense that the claim by these
individuals about being overtaxed is based on their (perhaps
narrow) understanding of what they pay as taxes and what
they receive as services from the State, which is funded by the
same tax they pay. In other words, the tax they pay helps pay
for the indirect benefits they enjoy/receive.
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When one considers the revenue inflows from personal income
tax and their appropriateness by source, one can sustainably
say that the revenue inflows from personal income tax comes
from the most appropriate source-members of the workforce
who can most afford it.
The current personal tax regime is also in harmony with the
biblical truth that “to those much is given much is expected”.
This I think is the crux of the matter.
1.30 DEFICIENCY-PERSONAL INCOME TAX REGIME
I see no deficiency in the current personal income tax regime.
The personal income tax structure is based on the right
principal and is morally responsible. The structure should
therefore be left as it is.


The writer is inclined to suggest a dual personal income
tax rate by sector. Employees who are employed by
companies and individuals who are involved is sustainable
industries like tourism, Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries
etc should pay less tax. This should encourage expertise
in these industries to come into PNG and help grow them.
PNG needs a solid sustainable sector, which will sustain
the country after all the mineral, oil and gas is gone. The
country needs to sacrifice today for a better tomorrow.

1.40 BASIC CORPORATE PROFIT TAX
PNG has a fixed company profit tax rate, which is currently set
at 30 percent for resident companies and 48 percent for nonresident companies. Unlike the salaries and wage tax rate,
which increases with the gross fortnightly income, the
company tax rate is fixed regardless of amount of net taxable
income. Apart from this, companies who declare dividends are
subject to dividend withholding tax, which is currently set at
17.50 percent.
The net profit after tax and dividend is transferred to retained
earnings at the end of each financial year. From the company’s
point of view, retained earnings represent profit which is
reinvested into the business. From the taxation point of view,
the retained earnings are not only profit reinvested into the
business but it also represents undeclared dividends on which
the State does not receive any dividend withholding tax.
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taxable profit and declared K15 million in dividends. The State
would “loose” K14,875,000 in dividend withholding Taxes on
the retained earnings or undeclared dividends.
Most SMEs do not declare dividends at all. On the other hand,
most public companies declare regular annual dividends. One
of the main reasons why public companies declare regular
annual dividends is that it has to keep its shareholders who are
members of the public happy.
1.50 APPROPRIATENESS
INCOME TAX REGIME.

OF

REVENUE

FLOWS-COMPANY

Generally, the writer is supportive of the current income tax
rate on taxable corporate net profits by virtue of the fact
that no one is complaining about it. It appears that the business
communities are content with the current company income tax
rate for both resident and non-resident companies. With the
amount of profits companies are making these days, it is not
hard to understand why companies appear to be content with
the current corporate profit tax rate.
1.60 DEFICIENCY-CORPORATE PROFIT TAX REGIME
Under the biblical truth of “to those much is given much is
expected”, the writer is inclined to propose that the committee
seriously consider structuring the corporate profit tax rate
in line with the personal income tax rate. In other words, the
corporate profit tax rate should also be based on the amount
of profit output of companies.
Secondly, the government of PNG is focused on growing a
strong and sustainable SME sector, a move that is widely
supported by all sectors of the country including experts. In
view of this, our corporate profit tax structure should be SME
friendly as well. More tersely put, the corporate profit tax
should be structured in such a way that it supports the growth
of SMEs; a commendable government initiative.
Third, the PNG economy has shifted to a higher level than say
ten (10) years ago. Business input and output (value) has
increased significantly as a result of increased economic
activity in the country. Companies are reporting more profits
than ever before. Business cash flows have not only increased
but have been consistent as well, meaning that businesses are
better off now than ever before.
Fourth, the country has been vocal about growing the
sustainable sectors of the economy, that is, tourism, fisheries,
forestry and agriculture.
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to promote the growth of these sectors through appropriate
income tax regime for these sectors. The current corporate
profit tax regime does not offer any incentives to invest and
grow the sustainable sectors of our economy.
In view of the above, I would like to propose the following
corporate profit tax structure for resident companies to the
Committee.
TAXABLE PROFIT

PERCENTAGE

0 to K99,999
K100,000 to K999,999
K1,000,000 and over

25
30
35

Sustainable industries

20

The extra tax on the profits of the big national and
multinational companies is a small price to pay for the recent
gains in their profits, gains in economic values of their
productive assets and gains in the value of their mineral, oil
and gas reserves. The State, in my opinion has nothing to loose
by adding another five (5) percent to the current corporate
profit tax rate to resident companies earning net profits of
over K1 million.
As mentioned elsewhere in this submission, PNG needs to grow
and consolidate its sustainable industry sector. This is also in
harmony with PNG’s Vision 2050. In my opinion, it is time the
State start investing seriously in the sustainable sectors of
our economy, so that some years down the track, a high
percentage of the State’s revenues come from the sustainable
sectors of the economy.
Needless to say, over the years the State sacrificed/invested
so much in promoting, developing, protecting etc. foreign
investments in PNG through its income tax regime. In my opinion,
the time is right for the State to reap the rewards of many
years of sacrifice/investment. The country has sacrificed so
much to be where it is today. This does not mean that we don’t
protect our gains, far from it, what I mean is that the State
should also benefit from its investment over the years. I think
that the members of the distinguished committee will agree
with me, more or less.
1.70 GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
GST is a basic tax, which is paid by all who acquire goods and
services from GST registered collectors and payers. The
current GST rate is 10 percent across the board. The writer
has no comments to make at this stage.
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2. DOES PNG’s CURRENT TAX SYSTEM
TAXPAYERS FAIRLY? DOES IT OFFER
PLAYING FIELD?

TREAT
LEVEL

2.1 PERSONAL INCOME TAX REGIME.
The writer is of the opinion that the current personal income
tax regime is fair to taxpayers as mentioned under 1.10, 1.20
and 1.30 above. When I say fair, I mean the following among
other things:


The personal income tax regime relieves low income
earners from the burden of paying more tax by exempting
a significant portion or whole of their wages and salaries
from tax.



The personal income tax regime taxes those who can
absorb the tax burden with minimum impact of their basic
household budget.



The personal income tax regime is reflective of the fact
that those who benefit the most from the State’s
economic and social advancement should foot a
significant portion of the cost of continued enjoyment of
the benefits. Put another way, those who stand to loose
the most from the collapse of the State should
contribute a significant portion of the cost of sustaining
the State and its organs.



Finally, God almighty tells us that “to those much is given
much is expected of them”. Is this what we call justice?
The personal income tax regime is in harmony with the
truth and who can dispute the truth.

2.2 CORPORATE INCOME TAX REGIME.
The writer is of the general opinion that the current
corporate profit tax regime, which is fixed at 30 percent
across the board for resident companies and 48 percent for
non-resident companies, is fair but could be fairer if it was

based on the principal of paying more tax for more net taxable
profit.
The committee is encouraged by the writer to explore the
possibility of an incremental tax system as proposed in 1.60
above.
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to using the income tax regime to encourage investment in the
sustainable sectors of the economy as discussed in 1.60 above.
2.3 DOES THE CURRENT CORPORATE INCOME TAX REGIME
OFFER A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD FOR BUSINESS?
Generally speaking the writer is of the view that the current
corporate income tax regime for resident companies does not
offer level playing field for business.
First of all, the resident income tax regime of 30 percent
across the board does not reflect the biblical truth that “to
those much is given, much is expected”. More tersely put, those
who make more should pay more to the State’s upkeep, which
the current regime does not reflect.
Needless to say, those who make more receive from the divine
bounty certain advantages over others, like number of years in
business, location of the business, better trained employees,
easy access to finance and markets, special gift of the mind
etc. They should therefore be taxed higher than those who are
less blessed, so to speak.
Secondly, the current resident income tax regime taxes the
weak and vulnerable as much as the strong, rich and secure.
The writer sees no justice in taxing the weak and vulnerable as
much as the strong, rich and secure.
The State has a moral and economic duty to assist the weak and
vulnerable businesses through less tax to grow and become
strong and secure, so that they are also able to pay more taxes
to the State in the future.

Thirdly, it appears to me that status is the basis of the 30
percent income tax rate across the board for resident
companies and 48 percent for non-resident companies. In other
words, the company income tax rate appears to be based on the
residential status of companies, which may be appropriate for
ease of income tax administration but highly questionable as
the best basis for income tax determination.
3. IS PNG’S CURRENT TAXATION REGIME INTERNATIONALLY
COMPETITIVE? IN WHICH AREAS IS IT NOT AND WHY?
I am not well versed about other countries taxation regime but
commonsense and reason prompts me to say the following:
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Let me start off by saying, “where there is smoke there is
fire”. In the last ten (10) to thirteen (13) years investors
have been flooding into our country looking for
investment opportunities. Is this an indication that our
country’s taxation regime is internationally competitive? I
dare to say yes.



In the last ten (10) to thirteen (13) years many business
houses have expanded their operations to cover all the
major centers in PNG and even to rural areas. Is this an
indication that our country’s taxation regime is
internationally competitive? I dare to say yes.



Foreign investors, of all places in PNG, are even flooding
into Bougainville, an autonomous Region of PNG, which is
still struggling to free itself off the shackles of post
conflict syndrome. Is this an indication that our country’s
taxation regime is internationally competitive? I dare to
say yes.



Is there any better place in the Asia Pacific Region than
PNG to invest in? I dare say very few.

Based on the above, the writer is inclined to say that PNG’s
current taxation regime (Company tax, Personal income tax and
GST) is internationally competitive and should not be tampered
with significantly. We need to create a consistent environment
where potential investors can assess and make investment
decisions.

In my opinion, the Secretariat should be more concerned about
structuring the income tax regime to assist, grow and promote
sustainable sectors of the economy involving more PNG input
(Labor, capital and land).
Let me conclude this section of my submission by saying that the
decision to invest in any country is not driven by the taxation
regime alone. Investors consider things like security of
investment, reliability and consistency of electricity supply,
reliability and consistency of telecommunication, reliability
and consistency of water supply, a free and vibrant justice
system, a free and vibrant democracy, reliable banking system,
cost and availability of quality labour, quality of
infrastructure, hospitals, roads etc.

The Tax Review Committee must free itself from the
superstition that taxation regime is the major hindrance to
investment in PNG today. The writer is of the opinion that the
biggest hindrance to investment in PNG is lack of respect for
rule of law, inefficient and corrupt public service machinery
and poor public infrastructure.

-10I mean, what do we expect as a country, when you have
politicians running after Chief Justices in the Court
Chambers? What do you expect as a country when electricity
and water supply and telecommunication are in coma? What do
you expect as a country when the institutions, which are set to
enforce law and order is in crises themselves? What do you
expect as a country when constitutional office holders bow
down to political pressure and become political puppets and
stooges? What do you expect as a country, where processes
and systems, which are put in place to safeguard the country’s
scarce resources is twisted to enrich politicians and political
cronies? What do you expect as a country when it appears to
the international communities that we have two sets of laws,
one for the grassroots and one for the leaders? The answer is
simply nothing, not zero because zero is also a number. If there
is anything at all, it will be misery, economic hardship, rule of
the jungle, etc.
Taxation wise, PNG appears to be an attractive place to invest
in. We have a consistent income tax regime for investors to
work in. The country is let down by the prevalence of what I
mentioned above. I note that three (3) members of the
distinguished Committee are former Chief Collectors of Taxes.
They will probably agree with me on the above.
According to the writer, PNG’s current taxation regime is
internationally competitive and should be left alone.
4. AS A TAXPAYER IS PNG’S TAX
UNDERSTAND AND COMPLY WITH?

SYSTEM

EASY

TO

PNG’s tax system is based on the Australian, New Zealand and
English tax system. It is certainly no different from the other
European and Asian countries. The goals and objectives of our
tax system is also the same as those of our trading partners.
In other words, there is nothing unusual about PNG’s tax
system. On the most part of it, our tax system is easy to
understand and comply with.
It is probably fair to say that our foreign investors appear to
understand our tax system far better than PNG nationals.
They also appear to appreciate and comply with the
requirements of our tax system better than PNG nationals.
The challenge for IRC is to get the national SMEs to
understand our tax system and comply with our Income Tax Act.
SMEs in PNG, must be made aware of their duty and obligation
to operate their business in compliance with the income tax
laws of our country.
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carrying out tax awareness exercises/campaigns to get people
to understand our tax system.
Taxpayers should be encouraged by IRC to seek the services of
qualified tax agents to inform them about our tax system and
what they need to do to comply with the Income Tax Act.
On a more positive note, it is pleasing to see better educated
people getting into business today. This should greatly assist in
so far as tax education and awareness is concerned.
5. WHAT AREAS OF THE CURRENT TAX COMPLIANCE AND
REVENUE
ADMINISTRATION
ARE
HINDERING
OR
OBSTRUCTING THE EFFICIENT OPERATION OF BUSINESS?
5.1 TAX COMPLIANCE
If by tax compliance, one means conducting ones income tax
affairs within the legal and administrative parameters set by
IRC, then IRC has a lot to improve on.
Tax compliance work by IRC may take over 95 percent of IRC’s
activities. It is an area, which require from IRC personnel, an
array of skills and knowledge, not only of the law but how
business and general economy operate. It also requires from
IRC personnel exceptional communication skills, patience and
understanding.
Tax compliance is an area, which needs urgent review in the
light of technological advances. The writer is of the opinion
that authorities are not focusing enough on the impact
technological advances are having on the way businesses and
economy operate.
5.1.1 MANPOWER QUALITY-TAX AGENTS
It is becoming increasingly clear that there is a significant
manpower quality problem with tax agents and IRC personnel
dealing with tax payer’s income tax affairs. There is an urgent
need for people dealing with income tax affairs, both in IRC and
tax agents, to continue to upgrade their skill and knowledge
level to deal competently with tax compliance work.
Currently, we have registered tax agents who do not even
know how to distinguish between deductible and nondeductible outgoings under the income tax Act! Worse still, we
have registered tax agents who cannot even distinguish
between
capital
outgoings
from
recurrent/periodic
outgoings! It is frightening to say the least, to know that there
are people out their practicing as tax agents who do not
qualify by miles to be called tax agents.
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right not any toms, dicks and harries on the street.
The above scenario is causing a major hindrance to tax
compliance
work
because
compliance
work
requires
knowledge about the Income Tax Act and more importantly how
it works. Tax agents must know the spirit and the letter of the
PNG Income Tax Act. You can’t call yourself a tax agent if you
don’t know the mechanics of the Income Tax Act of PNG and
basic accounting.
I would like to suggest that in future those who wish to
register as Tax Agents must first pass a qualifying exam set by
IRC or at least the CPA PNG income tax module. Additionally,
they must have been involved in tax work for a certain number
of years under a competent tax expert/agent.
For existing tax agents, we suggest that IRC develop skills
upgrade seminars and short courses, similar to those offered
by CPA PNG for tax agents to attend. Tax agents would be
compulsorily required to attend this seminars and short
courses in order to qualify for registration at the beginning of
each year. Those who have not clocked the required hours and
attended the compulsory seminars and courses should not be
registered.
IRC must demand quality. Quantity can never replace quality.
5.1.2 MANPOWER-IRC PERSONNEL.
IRC has a lot of work to do in training their staff to handle tax
compliance work competently. Sometimes it appears that IRC
officers are not up to task in dealing with tax compliance
matters.
Most times, IRC staff knows the Income Tax Act and
regulations, and how it works, but when it comes to simple
clerical work, they struggle to read and understand even the
simple income tax account reconciliation statement. This
results in wrong decisions and unwarranted/unnecessary
lengthy processes to achieve agreement and compliance.
5.1.3 ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
One of the basic requirements in management of execution of
tasks in any organization is to establish accountability and
responsibility for completion or performance of each task. It
forms the basis of rewarding employees for a job well done
and reprimanding employees for poor performance.
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trying to complete a task, which is meant for one (1) person
only.
It appears that in IRC no one particular person is responsible
for managing a particular group of taxpayer’s affairs.
Sometimes you speak to at least three (3) to four (4) different
people before a job is done and sometimes it does not get done
at all. Worse still, each time you speak to a different person
you have to start all over again, which is very inefficient and
costly to the taxpayer. It is certainly not the way to do
business.
Strict accountability and responsibility should be enforced to
enhance administration and compliance work of IRC.
5.1.4 CENTRALIZED –V-DECENTRALIZED OPERATIONS
IRC operations have remained centralized even after almost 40
years of independence. This is a statement of fact. The million
dollar question is; why in this day and age of computers? Why in
this day and age of advance technology where pilots are about
to be made redundant by the thousands because we will soon
have computers flying aircrafts of all sizes and complexity?
Provincial governments were established in 1975 as a
mechanism through which the national government shared its
power with the provinces. Just recently, our people in
Bougainville were granted even more powers to govern their
own affairs without much restriction from Waigani. Politically
we have decentralized but institutionally we are still very
much centralized. The million dollar question is; why at this
day and age?
Recently, the world’s largest company, Exxon Mobil Limited
expanded its operations to PNG. It is a company with assets
valued at over K500 billion. The CEO of Exxon Mobil Limited sits
in USA and runs the Exxon Mobil operations around the globe.
The million dollar question is; how does Exxon Mobil Limited
does it and IRC a small organization, comparably, cannot do it?
IRC would do itself and the taxpayers a lot of favor by
decentralizing its operations to the regions and the provinces.
IRC would save the country hundreds of millions of kina, if it
invested in decentralizing its powers. The amount of time it
takes to deal with compliance issues under the current
centralized regime is incredible, to say the least.
I mean, for a simple cheque payment, it takes at least three (3)
months to get it credited to the tax payer’s account, if you are
an ENBP based taxpayer. It takes a further six (6) months or
more for the official receipt to arrive at the tax payer’s place
of business.
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letters to settle an account, which was settled three (3)
months ago!
Compare the above with Exxon Mobil Limited or UMWU Limited.
The moment a payment is made in Port Moresby or Rabaul, Exxon
Mobil Limited in USA and UMWU Limited in Port Moresby will
know instantly! The customer’s account is credited instantly.
There is no time lag, it is instant and on line.
A simple request for adjustment to the taxpayers account
takes more than a year and numerous letters and telephone
conversations to actually act upon. There are so many
problems associated with centralized tax operations,
particularly the time factor.
IRC has no choice but to decentralize its operations. It is the
way forward for PNG.
5.1.5 MONITORING
Monitoring tax payer’s income tax affairs is an important and
integral part of ensuring that taxpayers are operating within
the parameters set by the Income Tax Act. Monitoring is part of
the tax compliance work of IRC.
The monitoring work of IRC includes letters, telephone calls
and actual visits to taxpayers and their tax agents. In terms of
impact, actual visits from IRC officers to tax payers and their
tax agents, has maximum impact and should be increased. This is
part of relationship building between IRC and tax payers.
It may be advisable for IRC to have Officers stationed at all
provincial headquarters to make regular visits to tax payers
and their tax agents. Regular visits by IRC officers to tax
payer’s place of work and tax agents should be increased as
such visit impacts greatly on tax payers.
5.1.6 SECTION 272 NOTICE
The use of Section 272 notice, which is usually issued by IRC to
compel tax payers to pay outstanding income taxes, should be
reviewed. The writer is of the opinion that the best way to deal
with non-paying tax payers is to continue to charge interest on
the outstanding tax to increase the State’s share of the tax
payer’s assets/revenue/business.
IRC should then consider using the business payments tax
provisions to compel the tax payer to pay. In other words, deny
the taxpayer the Certificate of Compliance so that the tax
payer’s goods and services invoices are subject to 10 percent
withholding tax.
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of reducing the tax payer’s chance of obtaining business/work
as the Certificate of Compliance is now a compulsory
requirement when tendering/bidding for work in PNG.
Section 272 notice should be the notice of last resort. The
notice also places IRC and the taxpayer in a position where
their hands are tied. I mean, how will the tax payer pay when
the bank account is frozen?
5.2 REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
If by revenue administration, one means lodgement of income
tax returns right down to actual collection of the tax
assessed, we make the following comments.
5.2.1 LODGEMENT OF INCOME TAX RETURNS
Late lodgement of income tax returns should, regardless of
the reasons given by the taxpayer, attract higher late
lodgement fees than what IRC is charging now. This should
improve the rate of lodgement of income tax returns by tax
payers. IRC should not be afraid to charge what it is legally

and justifiably allowed to charge.
5.2.2 INTEREST ON OUTSTANDING TAX
IRC rarely charges the maximum interest chargeable on
outstanding taxes prescribed by the Income Tax Act. If IRC
charged interest on outstanding taxes at a rate prescribed by
the Income Tax Act, it would collect quite a sizeable amount of
income.
Apart from the above, it would act as a catalyst for taxpayers
to pay their taxes on time. A lot of taxpayers are willing to
settle their bankers and other service providers on time. Why
not IRC? IRC should not be afraid to charge what it is legally

and justifiably allowed to charge.
The only exception should be when the tax payer is granted
extension of time to pay the tax due.
Tax payers should plan in advance to pay their taxes. They
should not wait till they receive their assessment from IRC.
5.2.3 REVENUE ACCOUNTING
As mentioned elsewhere, there is a need for IRC to improve on
the time it takes to process and account for receipt of income
tax paid.
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taxpayer. The above scenario creates absolute chaos and
confusion. This may sound like a petty problem or non-issue.
Consider the following:
A taxpayer pays K25,000.00 to IRC. The IRC accounts people
receipt the payment and decide to post the official receipt
later. In the meantime, IRC sends a letter of demand to the
taxpayer demanding an immediate settlement of the same
K25,000.00 the taxpayer settled a month or two (2) earlier. The
taxpayer informs IRC that a payment of the same was dispatch a
month or two ago. The IRC officer then requests the taxpayer
to produce the official receipt as evidence of settlement of
the tax! The taxpayer replies, I am still waiting for the official
receipt from IRC! Both the IRC officer and the taxpayer are
literally stuck because some clerk in IRC has decided to post
the official receipt later or forgot to post it to the taxpayer!
It does not end there. The IRC officer requests the taxpayer to
fax or email the bank statement, which shows that the cheque
payment was debited to the taxpayers account and so it
continues.
The above could take up to four (4) weeks or more. It is simply
not the way to conduct business.
Recently, IRC introduced a system of electronic payment of
taxes.
This is a way forward for all stakeholders, if the new system is
managed dutifully. We say this because every system is only as
good as those who manage it. The electronic payment system
brings with it new challenges and approaches to the way
business is conducted for IRC and the taxpayer.
This does not solve the problem of timely processing of
payments and updating of taxpayers accounts. The new system
only shortens the time it takes for the tax payment to reach
IRC and prevents the occasional dishonoring of tax payers
cheques by the bank.
5.2.4 EXTENSION OF TIME TO PAY TAX
In some cases, tax payers who cannot afford to pay the tax in
one lump sum usually apply to IRC to pay the tax in
installments. In all cases, IRC agrees with the taxpayer, which
is commendable and of assistance to the tax payer.
The disturbing fact is that, there have been many cases, where
the tax payers failed to honor their commitment to IRC, or live
up to the agreement, which was struck to help them pay the tax
in the first instance.
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The writer would like to propose that before the agreement to
pay the tax in installment is signed, the taxpayer must sign an
automatic deduction authority for his/her bank to deduct the
agreed amount at agreed intervals and pay IRC until the
agreed period expires. In this way, the chance of the tax payer
defaulting is minimized, IRC’s income is secured and the tax
payer is freed from his/her obligation.

6. DOES PNG HAVE THE RIGHT MIX BETWEEN THE
TAXATION OF LAND, CAPITAL AND LABOUR AND
BETWEEN
TAXATION
OF
INCOME
AND
CONSUMPTION?
6.1 DOES PNG HAVE A RIGHT MIX BETWEEN THE TAXATION OF
LAND, CAPITAL AND LABOUR?
In my opinion the current mix between taxation of land, capital
and labour is optimal and should not be changed significantly.
The Committee could consider imposing a tax of not less than
2.50 percent on capital gains. The State should perhaps be
compensated for its contribution to creating the economic
gains in values of assets in the last eight (8) to ten (10) years.
Many tax payers made huge capital gains profits, which is not
subject to tax. The State receives the duty on the gross sale
value of the land only. The seller walks way with capital gains
profits, which is tax free in PNG today.
6.2 DOES PNG HAVE A RIGHT MIX BETWEEN THE TAXATION OF
INCOME AND CONSUMPTION?
There may be room for additional tax on consumption.
The writer is tempted to propose that the current GST rate be
increased from the current rate of 10 percent. Alternatively,
we can leave the current GST rate (10%) as it is and increase
the customs duty on all items.
The writer prefers the later alternative of increasing the
customs duty on imported goods. The main reason is that the
writer is not convinced that the State is receiving all the GST
that is collected by the suppliers of goods and services in PNG.
Let’s face it and be realistic. I suspect that some GST
collectors do not account for all the revenue they receive
from the sale of their goods. Some keep the unrecorded cash
sales in safes hidden in their premises.
What do you conclude when a Chinese retailer uses K300,000
in cash to pay for heavy equipment! Where did the cash come
from?!
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spot and does not pass through a third party like GST. The GST
passes through a registered collected of GST, who deducts
the input credits and pays the residue to the State. The State
has little or no control over the basis of the tax paid.

7. DO YOU THINK THERE ARE OPPORTUNITIES TO
BROADEN PNG’s TAX BASE SO AS TO MAINTAIN
REVENUE AS A SHARE OF GROSS DOMESTIC
PRODUCT?
Limited opportunities exist in PNG to broaden the country’s
income tax base. It is common knowledge that in PNG, only eight
(8) to twelve (12) percent of the total population, pays income
tax to the State. The rest do not pay any income tax at all. The
whole population, however, pays goods and services tax at one
stage of the tax chain.
Maintaining revenue as a share of gross domestic product is a
reasonable objective for the State. The State deserves a fair
and reasonable share of the general increase in the wealth of
any nation.
There is no reason why the State cannot maintain its revenue
as a share of gross domestic products unless there is a
leakage somewhere along the tax chain. There is enough gross
domestic product for everyone including the State to enjoy.
Permit me to say that broadening the tax base alone is not
enough. To achieve maximum impact, the tax base broadening
exercise must be complimented by better trained IRC personnel,
better logistics than we have today, appropriate organization
structure, better management information system, better
remuneration for IRC employees, increased audit by IRC etc.
The writer is of the view that many tax payers are paying less
than what they should be paying. Many citizens are operating
outside the tax net. IRC is not doing what it should do to

collect extra revenue for the state as highlighted in 5.2.1 and
5.2.2 above.
7.1 CAPITAL GAINS TAX
As we mentioned elsewhere in this submission, the Committee
should seriously consider introducing a capital gains tax in
PNG. Taxpayers are enjoying large tax free gains throughout
PNG, while the State, which assisted in creating these gain is
missing out on its fair share.
The State deserves a fair share from its effort/input in
creating these economic and financial gains enjoyed by
taxpayers today.
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to what the State has done.
In the same line of argument, the writer also appreciates the
fact that not all the gains are a result of what the owner of
the assets did.
In view of this, it is only fair and reasonable that both the
State and the owner of the asset share the capital gain.
The only revenue the State currently receives is the duty on
the gross sales value of the asset. Financially, the tax payer is
by far the biggest beneficiary. This is not fair to the State and
needs to be reviewed by the committee so that a fairer benefit
sharing arrangement is reached.
The writer is of the opinion that a capital gains tax of not less
than two and half (2.50) percent would be reasonable.
7.2 PMV OPERATORS
PMV operators continue to earn tax free income while running
on and using public roads constructed and maintained by the
State. They also enjoy the protection of the police force while
on the road conducting their business. Additionally, their
children enjoy free education. The wear and tear of public
roads as a result of frequent use of the roads by PMV’s is quite
high compared to private vehicles, which are lightly used.
Some may argue that PMV operators pay GST on the inputs,
which is a tax as well. It is true that PMV operators pay GST on
inputs like spare parts, insurance etc. but so do school kids,
old men and women on whatever they purchase in shops. The
difference is, unlike school kids who pay GST as well, the PMV
owner profits from running a PMV.
The writer estimates that PMV operators make on the average
K12,000 to K15,000 net profit per year per PMV. The amount is
above the personal income tax threshold. If the PMV is
operated by an incorporated entity, one would be looking at
K3,600 to K4,500 in corporate profit tax per annum per PMV.
The tax review committee should consider the possibility of
taxing the PMV owners. The tax should be a one off compulsory
payment made to the State at the time of renewal of their PMV
license. An amount of between K2,000 to K3,000 per annum
would be recommended per PMV.

The amount of additional revenue collected should not be a
paramount consideration, what is important is that everyone is
contributing to the State’s upkeep.
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Currently, direct contractors to mining companies do not
charge GST on their invoice to the mining company. On top of
that, the mining contractor claims a full refund of the input
tax each month. I dare to ask why?
The writer does not see the rationale in the mining contractor
claiming refund of the input tax. For a start, the mining
contractor already receives better margins from the mining
company than normal. The refund of the input credit is a
financial gain the contractor does not deserve
The writer wis hes to propose that the above practice be
amended as follows:


The mining contractor should not be allowed to claim the
input tax as is currently the practice. The input tax
should be forfeited to the State. When preparing the
statutory accounts for income tax determination, the
contractor should be allowed to claim the GST paid on
input as an allowable expense.



The forfeited input tax becomes additional tax revenue to
the State.

Consider the following;
CURRENT METHOD-TAX IMPLICATION

K
Sales
Expenses (net of input tax)
Input tax

100,000
45,455
4,545

Sales
Expenses

100,000
45,455

Net taxable profit

54,545

Tax thereto (.30 x 54,545)

16,364

Less: Refunded input tax
Net tax paid

4,545
11,819
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K
Sales
Expenses (net of input tax)
Input tax

100,000
45,455
4,545

Sales
Less: Expenses

100,000
50,000

Net taxable profit

50,000

Tax thereto (.30 x 50,000)

15,000

Add: Forfeited Input tax

4,545

Net tax paid

19,545

8. OTHER MATTERS
8.10 BUSINESS PAYMENT TAX
IRC should do a bit more on monitoring the collection and
remittance of business payment tax, particularly the
enforcement part of it.
There have been many occasions in the past, where the 10
percent withholding tax deducted from goods and service
providers, who do not have a current Certificate of
Compliance, is not remitted to IRC.
This is a major concern for the tax payer from whose invoice
the amount is deducted. The concern is, the tax payer is denied a
tax relief for the amount deducted because he/she does not
have a P7 form to claim the tax relief.
The writer proposes that IRC intervene on instances like the
above to ensure the funds are remitted to IRC and the tax
payer gets a tax relief of the amount remitted. IRC‘s
intervention as an independent party is also necessary because
matters like this can damage business relationships.

